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            The issues related to gun control remain one of the most significant in the USA. We constantly hear the news about tragic accidents in schools, nightclubs, and malls. The main problem is the lack of proper gun control and the major differences in legislation between the different states of America. Composing your gun control essay, consider studying both Pro and Against factors as you have to understand the motives and thoughts of people that do not share your opinion. If you have to write an argumentative essay, start with statistical data and explain why defending yourself from the crime from one side is important, yet dangerous from the opposite angle as there is less control of weapons turnaround. Check our free persuasive gun control essays and provide real-life examples.

In light of the growing number of shooting accidents and the high risk of terrorist threats, the firearms debate will go on to be a hot topic. No wonder a gun control essay is a task many professors assign to their students to help them to learn about actual gun control regulations, their rights to bear arms and gun violence in the world. Writing essays on this controversial topic may be challenging for many people, especially those lacking time and the necessary skills. Due to the efforts of our team, you can check out a handy guide enabling you to create any type of research paper about the use of firearms by civilians.

How to Write a Gun Control Research Paper

While writing an essay of this type, it’s necessary to follow the typical structure of all argumentative essays: introduction, the body of the text, conclusion, and references. Let’s consider them in detail.

Introduction

Every research work starts with an introduction where you have to focus on what the whole paper will be about. It’s a hook which the audience will find interesting. You can mention what the essay will involve and describe some impressive background of your research.

Body of the text

The next paragraphs of your gun control research paper are the essay body. First, you should present your point of view and statistics to prove it along with supporting reasons. Then, it’ll be a significant advantage if you give the pro-gun arguments to emphasize that opposite visions also exist. While explaining your opinion, it’s vital to use hard evidence for each aspect. Otherwise, it’ll count as commentary. Check to see that your sentences flow naturally between points and ideas and can attract the readers’ attention. 

Conclusion

In this paragraph, the writer summarizes all information exposed above. It’s necessary to emphasize the main ideas backing up your essay. No matter what style you choose for your thesis, the final sentence should be memorable and can include a question or a call to action. It’s crucial as it will be the last idea your readers take away with them.

References

You can decide how to reference sources used in your text depending on your work type and your professor’s instructions. This is the final section of an essay which presents all citations you’ve used to conduct your research.  

Types of Anti-Gun Research Papers

Though gun control essays may vary widely, we can essentially describe three basic types of these research papers:

1) Argumentative essay – this assignment entails exposing strong arguments to support the researcher’s point of view. To complete a gun control argumentative essay, it’s necessary to carry out in-depth research, gather convincing arguments from trustworthy sources and thoroughly analyze them.

2) Cause and effect essay – this type of work implies analyzing the reasons and outcomes of a particular event or phenomenon. Usually, in gun control essay examples, we see an overview of a specific law or occurrence related to the subject, focusing on the relationship between its cause and effect.

3) Persuasive essay – this type of homework aims at convincing the audience of some idea by presenting facts, appealing to emotions or a logical argument.

Three Tips for a Gun Control Essay

Our experts are glad to share their practical tips to help you while completing an assignment about the use of firearms:

1) Collect your ideas and clearly structure them. While expressing your point of view in your gun control persuasive essay, add statistical data and supporting evidence to make your research more compelling. Create your outline, and don’t forget to use transition words and phrases to make your content interesting to readers.

2) Include the results of the newest investigations on your topic. Though many students have been writing similar research works on the subject you learn, try to stand out by presenting fresh ideas and arguments.

3) Keep in mind human psychology while creating your work. Whereas any person has the right to own a gun as a measure of defence, not all people are capable of resisting the desire to move the trigger. Take into account human reasons and thoughts and present outside-the-box solutions in your essay.

Examples of Research Papers on Gun Control

Completing an in-depth essay on gun control issues requires learning both pro and against aspects to understand the thoughts and motives of those who don’t share your viewpoint. If you have to research this topic, start with statistics and give your explanation of why weapon possession is vital to protect yourself. Still, it’s dangerous as control over firearm use leaves much to be desired. In your investigation, it also should be mentioned that one of the biggest problems in the world is the insufficient control of arms in circulation and the differences in legislation between various countries. For your convenience, you may look at similar papers on this topic to know what you should pay attention to while creating your own. On our website, you may see some free examples of a perfectly written essay on gun control, helping you to understand how your work should be structured and what pros and cons of weapon possession should be exposed. 

Conclusion

If you understand you lack time to complete a flawless gun control paper, chase your fears away and place your order at Edubirdie. We have a professional team of writers with perfect academic backgrounds who have years of experience creating custom papers on gun control. On our website, you’ll also find free guides and samples that can help you with all future writing projects.
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    While considering the pro-gun side, one must take note that even though crime will always exist no matter where we go or what kind of laws a place may have, the least our country can do is try to show effort and concern by taking action in this problematic occurrence going on in the United States. Countries with restrictive gun control laws obtain lower homicide and suicide rates. We can use Finland as an example, which has the most gun...
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    The Growing Concern of Gun Violence in the United States In the recent years, the conversations of gun violence are increasing dramatically because of some homicide cases. Truly, the gun violence has been the one of biggest elements which threat both personal safety and national security in the United States. According to one of the article from Philadelphia government website, the United States has the 31st highest rate of gun violence in the world. Nationally, 70% of homicides in the...
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    Today, I am going to present to you, my persuasive oral presentation on gun violence. In my oral presentation, I am going to explain what is gun violence. I will tell you the main reason why there are so many gun deaths in America. I will include why we must prevent gun violence. In the end, I will show some of the solutions we have to prevent gun violence. Imagine you are on your school holidays having a family trip...
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    Over the past couple of weeks, I have been researching gun control trying to find why it's useful in America. Having many accounts of gun violence in America, many Americans say that the second amendment is outdated and that we need stricter gun laws. In reality states with stricter gun laws have more accounts of gun violence. This proves that stricter gun control doesn’t work. California is ranked as A in gun control yet has more accounts of gun violence...
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    Gun violence previously was, and still currently is, a massive global issue that deserves more attention in order to be rectified. The rate of gun violence in the U.S. remains greater than almost every other country in the world and is at the minimum, seven times larger than countries such as Australia, Canada and France (Alpers & Wilson, 2013). In March 2018, the surviving student victims of the mass shooting at the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Florida, established...
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    With the increase in technology today, violence has been able to manifest itself in every part of the country worldwide. Today, every country, society, and town is faced with some form of violence. In my entire life, I have to admit that there have been numerous injuries as well as death caused by gun violence. Today, the most controversial issue in America is gun control. This issue concerning gun control has been debated by politicians and lawmakers for quite a...
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    The gun control theme has been a huge problem that is been discussed for a very long time. The problem has polarized people in terms of what is the best solution in the aftermath of the latest tragic mass shootings. There are some people who want the government to keep the limitations on weapons. On the other side, there are people who do not support the regulation and how firearms could be controlled. All law-abiding citizens should be permitted to...
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    The feeling of having that extra bit of safety attached at the hip gives that little bit of extra confidence when out and about. The right to bear arms in the USA is guaranteed by the second amendment to the Constitution (MacDonald v. City of Chicago). This is one of the fundamental rights of a citizen. Right-to-carry laws in the United States allow a person to carry legal weapons hidden even in most public places. Different states have different policies,...
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    November 15th, 2015, around 12 pm, I watched all the students in my Math class run in the corner of the classroom and crouch down under the big table after the voice in the speaker went, “We’re going on lockdown”. Not knowing what to do, I followed them since it was my first time encountering such things. Confusion took over me; my head was filled with thousands of questions. Not long after, our teacher who was wearing high heels earlier...
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    According to research, gun control laws can be affective if the offender doesn’t have a single intent to kill. A single intent to kill is when the offender’s primary motive is to kill their victim. Frank Z states if the offender has a single intent to kill the offender will find an alternative weapon to kill their victims. Zimring, in his study compared the amount of fatal and nonfatal attacks that were carried out by guns to nonfatal and fatal...
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    Gun control is a vital necessity to our nation today. On one side of the debate, there are individuals who favor the idea of having restrictions placed on guns, and on the other hand, there are individuals who are opposed to putting gun laws in place. The individuals who are against gun control believe that controlling guns will not solve the existing challenges that guns have caused such as crimes or mass shootings. People who are pro-gun regulation know of...
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    Although gun control seems positive and morally attractive at first glance, I assure you that when you look at the facts and solid evidence, you'll see why it is logical not to implement US arms control laws. There are many reliable studies and real-world examples that show why arms control is not a much better alternative to strict weapon control. Strict rules on arms control take more people than they save, which is why it is so important. If you...
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    Gun control is a couple of laws and policies that are used to regulate the sale and possession of firearms to protect civilians. Gun control may sound like a good thing, however, it has great potential to be one of the worst solutions for society. This can be related to Chicago. Chicago has one of the most authoritarian gun laws in American but has one of the highest gun crimes with 4,331 shooting victims. Gun control will only make it...
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    I was born into a family where guns were prevalent. As expected, I grew up shooting firearms regularly. It became a game to see who was the best shot with the air rifle in the backyard and then eventually transfer to a competition at the shooting range. We would see who could shoot the farthest and who could hit the most targets, see who could shoot the fastest and the most accurate. Shooting was always fun, but before I ever...
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    For far too long, gun control and the banning of firearms have been the topic of intense debates and more and more citizens are on the side of banning firearms. Gun control restricts which types of firearms can be sold, bought, as well as who can sell them to passing them to family members or if said person can sell his or her gun. Gun control also requires any firearm purchase and sale to be reported to the government. It...
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    For years, America has experienced gun violence and is getting worse with each passing year. Everyday over a hundred thousand Americans are killed by guns, what’s even more alarming is that it is very easy to get a gun from just about anywhere here in America. Most of these deaths are suicides and the rest are homicides and accidents. I have never experienced gun violence before because I stayed mostly indoors at home. There are over 393 million privately owned...
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    Why is the Right to Bear Arms Important Essay Imagine someone is sitting in his living room one day after work, with his feet kicked up and an ice cold sweet tea in his hand. Then all of a sudden, he hears the noise of a creaky front door opening. He runs to his bedroom and reaches into the closet for his shotgun, but then he realizes that Congress passed legislation last month and confiscated all firearms in the country....
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    If we compare gun laws in the U.S. with other countries, we see that in the U.S. it's not that hard to get a gun and carry it around in public. The government is not allowed to completely regulate guns because of the 2nd Amendment. However, the right is not unlimited. The U.S. Supreme Court has upheld some firearms restrictions, such as bans on concealed weapons and on the possession of certain types of weapons, as well as prohibitions against...
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    Gun Incidents and Laws in the U.S. and Canada During the year 2018, there has been over 47,000 gun incidents in the United States. With such a significant number of deaths resulting from gun use, this has sparked controversy around the Second Amendment of the Constitution, which grants people the right to bear arms and whether it should be upheld. Comparatively, Canada has only endured 208 shootings. It is no surprise that Canadians pride themselves on having more gun control...
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    The Green Party, known for its emphasis on environmental sustainability, social justice, and grassroots democracy, presents a distinct perspective on a wide range of issues, including gun control. The party's stance on gun control reflects its commitment to both public safety and individual rights. This essay critically examines the Green Party's views on gun control, analyzing its distinct approach and the potential implications of its policies. Thesis Statement The Green Party's stance on gun control, while prioritizing public safety and...
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    Gun control is a divisive issue that has sparked intense debates within the political landscape. The perspectives of liberals and conservatives on this matter diverge significantly, reflecting their fundamental beliefs and values. This essay delves into the differences between liberals and conservatives regarding gun control, highlighting their respective arguments, stances, and underlying ideologies. Thesis Statement The debate over gun control reveals contrasting viewpoints between liberals, who advocate for stricter regulations to enhance public safety, and conservatives, who emphasize the importance...
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    Throughout the recent decade, the United States has been through a number of controversies and political battles. Many citizens could point most of this towards the recent Presidential elections of Barack Obama and, most recently, Donald Trump. The controversies that have been caused recently are numerous, but there has been one issue that has stood out among the rest. The issues of Gun Control, stricter gun laws, and even the banning of guns have been most prevalent. With the school...
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    The School Shootings Epidemic in the United States Throughout the previous 20 years our students, teachers, and parents have lived with the fact that acts of mass violence could potentially happen in any school. America's weapon brutality presence, whether it be mass shootings, murders, ambushes, or gun suicides, has been tainting America's schools. The failure of our leaders to address the main drivers of school weapon brutality from all aspects is having intense consequences for many American children. We need...
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    Currently, gun control has developed into a topic of controversy. In today’s society, shootings have turned into the new norm, and shootings are occurring every month. It looks like guns have turned into a critical issue, or is it something else? There is a continuous situation of conflict, political crisis, attacks, and personal threats. All of these factors affirm that a person should have access to the resources that can ensure his or her safety. On the same platforms, the...
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    Guns are innovative and versatile tools that have found many uses in various aspects of our lives. In rural communities, it is used as a tool to hunt and eliminate pests, as well as to protect against attacks from wild animals. Guns are also found to be used as recreational tools through their use in various competitive sports. In the urban setting, gun ownership is a means to protect an individual’s property as well as human lives. In the United...
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    Guns have been in our society for centuries, which people have been a sensitive topic to talk about but have been subject to discussions. In the recent events of mass shootings, the issue has divided individuals regarding what the best solution is for gun control. One side some people favor is having restrictions placed on guns. On the other hand opposed regulating and having gun control. Guns have the potential to be dangerous and are used for self-defense, law enforcement,...
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    United States politics are constantly changing over time. Initiatives and referendums are processed and are underway frequently. These allow citizens of the United States to place new legislation on a popular ballot, or a ballot that was previously passed by a legislature for popular vote. For Americans to vote directly on legislation, allows people to feel a sense of freedom and like their opinions matter. People like to be able to fight for what they believe in, and when they...
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    Crime is a phenomenon of organized social life and is the open rebellion of an individual against his social environment (Gabbidon and Greene, 2018). Talking about crime with adolescents in the community is a tough topic to swallow that no parent wants to think about. Your teen may never experience any serious problems first hand but, they’ll most likely have friends and classmates who do. Arming and having more experience with the facts can be the first step in reducing...
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    Imagine, you were just out on your daily late-night job. And moments later a person jumps out in front of you moments later. Holding a loaded gun and says Give me your money. Well, you have just fallen victim to a mugging. A mugging that you have not had the time to react to. All you hear a moment later is a bang! The next minute you’re going up to heaven. Gun-related deaths are not uncommon occurrences. Gun control is...
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    In the words of the famous artist, Nas, “How do you like me now? I go below it's that thing that moves crowds making every ghetto foul, I might have taken your first child, scarred your life, crippled your style, I gave you power, and made you buck wild.” (I gave you power) When you first read that line, you might be looking confused as to what Nas could possibly be talking about, but there is something that is plaguing...
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